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Many analysts have attacked Western powers for not having anticipated that significant atrocities would occur in East Timor if the recent referendum clearly reflected support for East Timor's independence from Indonesia. Analysts also have attacked these powers for not having acted on such anticipation.

The latter attack is easier to answer. How could one act on an anticipation that one did not have? The former attack is more difficult to counter. Indonesian counterinsurgency operations against East Timorese independence movements had been ongoing for over 20 years—with multiple examples of atrocities. Western powers—viz., the United States Government—had established significant information channels with Indonesian civilian and military authorities through various political, military, and economic support programs and could reasonably be expected to be aware of military and paramilitary planning and trends. Atrocities and acts bearing on atrocities had also occurred in the run-up to the East Timorese referendum.

It is more appropriate to conclude that there had been an anticipation of atrocities, but Western strategic interests and bureaucratic phenomena proved to be prepotent in the development, implementation, and evaluation of policy concerning East Timor. The strategic interests included Asian economic stability, supporting an Asian ally, respect for Indonesia's national sovereignty (as opposed to its sovereign interests in East Timor), the maintenance and facilitation of Western trade routes, and, conversely, East Timor's lack of strategic import (divorced from moral concerns) for Western powers. The bureaucratic phenomena included inertia, business as usual, turf battles, careerism, and more unsavory components of shoddy analysis, the subversion of analysis by desired policy, and the refusal to accept moral interests as strategic interests.